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Mat Jenner:  Dreams Time Free
21 February – 3 April 2015
Opening Friday 20 February, 6–8pm

Dreams Time Free an exhibition by Mat 
Jenner, presents new works alongside his 
on-going project Foam. Jenner’s practice is 
grounded in collage, collection, distribution and 
display. Foam consists of a mass collection of 
commissioned one-off 12” dub plate records by 
115 contemporary artists. 

“Each record is unique; they can only be listened 
to in situ within Grand Union’s physical location. 
They are not replicated, broadcast or digitally 
disseminated.”

Newly commissioned contributing artists include 
Heather Philipson, Julia Crabtree and Will Evans, 
Tris Vonna-Mitchel, Emma Hart, Maia Conran, 
Holly Antrum and Phil Hession. 

A full list of artists and works available within 
Foam can be found at www.ffooaamm.org. A 
series of live events and talks will accompany 
the exhibition.

Phil Hession – in residence 
Feb – March 2015

Phil Hession is a visual artist working in 
performance and video. His practice explores 
the oral traditions of song and storytelling, and 
is conducted predominantly through social 
and cultural exchanges, often taking the form 
of interviews or gatherings. These exchanges 
involve the documentation and archiving of 
song and story, and include teaching traditional 
Irish song, and performing songs within public 
spaces. 

Phil will undertake a 5-week residency at GU as 
a complimentary strand of activity to Dreams 
Time Free, working with various groups in the 
area to produce new sound pieces.

Image info (for Phil): Phil Hession performing with custom- 
designed polygraph device in My heart is always trembling, afraid 

I might give in, 2012.



Grand Union 5th Birthday
Friday 3 April 2015
7pm – late

To celebrate Grand Union’s 5th birthday, and to close Mat Jenner’s Dreams Time Free 
exhibition, we will host an evening of one-off live sonic performances.

Aideen Doran public research lab 
18 April – 14 June 2015
Opening Friday 17 April, 6–8pm

This is an investigative, creative research project interrogating the idea of the city as a 
space for artistic, economic and ideological production. It responds specifically to the 
shifting fabric of the city of Birmingham, where Grand Union is based, critiquing its 
contemporary urban culture of regeneration through research into the archival traces of 
the city’s urban past, and its past visions of the future city.

Check our website for details of events, talks and workshops www.grand-union.org.uk

Contact info@grand-union.org.uk or 0121 643 9079 for all enquiries


